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Effects of exposure to chronic uncertainty and a sensitizing
regimen of amphetamine injections on locomotion, decision-
making, and dopamine receptors in rats
Victoria Fugariu 1,2, Martin H. Zack1,3, José N. Nobrega1,4,5,6, Paul J. Fletcher2,4,5 and Fiona D. Zeeb2,5

Gambling disorder (GD) is a behavioral addiction that may be linked to alterations in dopamine (DA) systems. Gambling involves
chronic exposure to uncertain reward, which can sensitize the activity of DA systems. Here we explored how combinations of
Pavlovian and instrumental uncertainty impact DA sensitization and risky decision-making. Experiment 1: 40 rats underwent 66
uncertainty exposure (UE) sessions during which they responded for saccharin. Animal responding was reinforced according to a
fixed or variable (FR/VR) ratio schedule that turned on a conditioned stimulus (CS; light), which predicted saccharin on 50% or 100%
of trials. Animals responded under one of the four conditions: FR-CS100% (no uncertainty), VR-CS100%, FR-CS50%, and VR-CS50%
(maximal uncertainty). DA sensitization was inferred from an enhanced locomotor response to d-amphetamine (d-AMPH; 0.5 mg/
kg) challenge. The rat gambling task (rGT) was used to assess decision-making. Experiment 2: 24 rats received 5 weeks of sensitizing
d-AMPH or saline doses, followed by locomotor activity and rGT testing. Experiment 3: Effects of UE and a sensitizing d-AMPH
regimen on DA D1, D2, and D3 receptor binding were assessed in 44 rats using autoradiography. Compared to FR-CS100%, VR-
CS100% and VR-CS50% rats displayed a greater locomotor response to d-AMPH, and VR-CS50% rats demonstrated riskier decision-
making. Chronic d-AMPH-treated rats mirrored the effects of VR-CS50% groups on these two indices. Both VR-CS50% and d-AMPH-
treated groups had increased striatal DA D2 receptor binding. These results suggest that chronic uncertainty exposure, similar to
exposure to a sensitizing d-AMPH regimen, sensitized the function of DA systems and increased risky decision-making.
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INTRODUCTION
Gambling disorder (GD) is a psychiatric disorder that causes
profound personal and social harm [1, 2] and occurs in ~1% of the
population [3]. Based on similar risk factors, neural mechanisms,
and cognitive impairments, GD was classified as the first
behavioral addiction alongside Substance use disorders (SUD) in
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth
Edition [4, 5]. Although SUD medications have shown promise for
GD, especially opioid antagonists [6, 7], no medication has been
formally approved for GD [7], possibly due to a lack of a GD animal
model.
Chronic drug use can induce neuroplastic changes; for example,

repeated exposure to psychostimulant drugs can sensitize the
functional activity of the dopamine (DA) systems [8, 9], and this
process may play a fundamental role in the development and
maintenance of addiction [10–12]. Like drugs, uncertain reward
delivery increases firing of midbrain DA neurons in non-human
primates, with the strongest effect observed under maximally
uncertain conditions (50% reward probability) [13]. This closely
matches the relative frequency and inconsistency of reward
delivery over the course of trials on slot machines [14], suggesting

that chronic uncertain reward during gambling could induce
drug-like neuroplasticity. Slot machines provide salient cues
(spinning reels) to evoke expectation of potential reward delivery
on every trial; some slot machines also deliver reward (credits >0)
on just under 50% of trials, with no advance information to predict
which trial will deliver a winning outcome [14]. Based on evidence
from non-human primates [13], slot machines would be expected
to increase phasic DA upon unexpected reward delivery (reward
prediction error) and tonic DA during the anticipatory interval
while reels are spinning (reward anticipation under uncertainty).
Because uncertainty of reward delivery is never resolved, this DA
activity can persist indefinitely, much as it does with drugs of
abuse [15]. Therefore, if GD is a behavioral addiction, chronic
exposure to gambling may cause GD symptoms, much like
chronic drug exposure causes substance addiction [16].
Uncertainty exposure (UE) enhances the locomotor stimulant

effect of d-amphetamine (d-AMPH) in rats [17–19], which is an
indirect measure of DA sensitization [8, 20, 21]. Specifically,
repeated exposure to an uncertain conditioned sucrose reward
(light conditioned stimulus (CS) predicted sucrose 50% of time)
potentiated locomotor response to a d-AMPH challenge relative to
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a certain conditioned reward (CS predicted sucrose 100% of time)
following repeated d-AMPH doses [22]. Chronic exposure to
uncertain saccharin rewards earned on an unpredictable variable
ratio (VR) vs. a predictable fixed ratio (FR) schedule of reinforce-
ment also enhanced, or sensitized, locomotor activity [17, 18] and
DA release in the ventral striatum/nucleus accumbens (NAc) [19]
in response to a d-AMPH challenge. Repeated exposure to reward
uncertainty also encouraged risky decision-making on the rat
gambling task (rGT) [18].
In people with GD, a d-AMPH challenge evoked greater dorsal

striatal DA release when compared to healthy controls, which
positively correlated with their (offline) speed of slot machine play,
a measure of psychomotor activation [23]. Likewise, subjects
classified as pathological gamblers also demonstrate increased
risky decision-making on laboratory tests [24–26]. Together, these
findings implicate uncertainty-induced DA sensitization in the
risky decision-making that typifies GD [24, 25].
The acute and chronic pharmacological effects of d-AMPH are

mediated by multiple, functionally heterogeneous subregions of
the striatum (along with other brain structures) [27–29]. The
regional neuroplasticity induced by chronic UE and chronic d-
AMPH can be assessed with ex vivo autoradiography to quantify
DA receptors in these subregions, including the NAc shell and
core, and the ventromedial and dorsolateral caudate–putamen.
The present experiments extended the investigation of the

relationship between uncertainty, DA sensitization, and risky
decision-making. Specifically, we assessed: (a) the combined
effects of FR/VR and CS50%/100% components, which more
closely approximate the instrumental and Pavlovian uncertainty of
slot machine gambling, on d-AMPH-probed locomotor sensitiza-
tion and rGT decision-making in Experiment 1; (b) effects of a
sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on the same outcome measures in
Experiment 2 to see whether the pattern of effects resembled the
effects of UE in Experiment 1; and (c) DA D1, D2, and D3 receptor
binding in striatal subregions following the UE and d-AMPH
regimens in Experiment 3. We predicted increased locomotor
activity and riskier choices in VR-CS100%, FR-CS50%, and VR-
CS50% rats and chronic d-AMPH-treated rats, when compared to
their respective FR-CS100% or saline-treated controls. If chronic UE
and d-AMPH cause similar neuroplasticity, this should be evident
in congruent subregional changes in DA receptor expression,
relative to their respective controls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (225–250 g) were pair-housed in a
temperature-controlled, reversed 12-h light–dark cycle room
(lights off at 0800 hours). All testing occurred during the dark,
and animals received water and chow freely unless otherwise
stated. Procedures followed Canadian Council on Animal Care
guidelines and were approved by the Animal Care Committee at
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health.

Experiment 1: effect of UE on locomotor activity and rGT
Forty rats were randomized to 4 groups that received different UE
training: FR-CS100%, VR-CS100%, FR-CS50% and VR-CS50% groups
(n= 10/group). These groups were chosen to assess different
combinations of instrumental (FR vs. VR) and Pavlovian (CS100%
vs. CS50%) uncertainty on locomotor activity and decision-making
using the rGT.

Uncertainty exposure. Animals were trained in Med Associates
operant conditioning chambers (St. Albans, VT, USA). A red cue
light was located 12 cm above a nose-poke hole on the left panel
of the right wall of the chamber. A receptacle was centered in the
middle panel for delivery of 0.1 ml saccharin solution (0.3% w/v in
water; saccharin sodium salt hydrate; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,

USA) from a 20-ml syringe mounted on an external syringe pump.
A house-light was located centrally, near the top of the left wall.
The right panel was solid (i.e., no inactive nose-poke hole was
present), similar to previous studies [17, 18].
UE training began after one 25-min habituation session in the

chambers. During training, a reinforced nose-poke turned on a red
light (CS) for 5 s. Nose-pokes were reinforced according to a FR or
VR schedule of reinforcement [17]. The CS was followed by
delivery of 0.1 ml saccharin with either 50% or 100% certainty [22].
Thus rats were trained under one of the four regimens: FR-CS100%
(no uncertainty), VR-CS100% (instrumental uncertainty), FR-CS50%
(Pavlovian uncertainty), and VR-CS50% (maximal uncertainty).
All animals were trained once in the morning, then half of the

animals were tested again in the afternoon. The following day, all
animals were again tested in the morning and the other half were
tested again in the afternoon for a total of 66 sessions. This testing
protocol was used as only eight operant chambers were available
and previous studies utilized twice-daily testing schedules [18, 19].
For the first 2 sessions, the ratio schedule was set at 1 (i.e., each

nose-poke activated the CS and reinforcement was delivered).
Then rats transitioned to their respective training groups during
which the CS and saccharin reinforcement were delivered
according to the FR/VR schedule. When a rat had received
30 saccharin reinforcers on 2 consecutive sessions, its ratio value
was increased [17]. The 100% groups were trained on ratios 1, 3, 5,
7, 10, 13, 16, and 20, while 50% groups advanced to schedule
10 only.
The rationale to only train the CS50% groups to a FR/VR ratio

10 schedule was to ensure the number of nose-pokes required to
receive saccharin reinforcement was the same between the
CS50% and CS100% groups when the final ratio was reached (i.e.,
CS50% at FR/VR10 and CS100% at FR/VR20). Because the 50%
groups had half the opportunities to obtain reinforcement as
100% groups, animals in the 100% groups could obtain the same
number of reinforcers with half the responses.
The first 53 sessions were 40 min in duration, and sessions

54–66 were 60 min in duration. An increased session duration was
used to provide rats more time to achieve 30 saccharin reinforcers
within each session, as some animals were not yet at their final FR/
VR schedule. At the end of training, some animals still had not
reached the final FR/VR schedule. However, removal of these
animals did not statistically alter any results. Therefore, their data
were included for all subsequent analyses.

Locomotor activity test. Nineteen days after UE training, locomo-
tor activity was assessed. Testing occurred in clear polycarbonate
chambers (45 cm length × 24 cmwidth × 21 cm height) with 11
infrared photodetectors crossing the bottom of each chamber
[18]. Locomotor activity was measured as the number of photocell
beam breaks for 60 min on separate sessions following intraper-
itoneal (i.p.) injections of saline and d-AMPH sulfate (0.5 mg/kg in
1 ml/kg; Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) [17].

Rat gambling task. Once locomotor testing was completed,
animals were food restricted to maintain 85–90% of free-feeding
weight and rats were subsequently tested on the rGT.
Rats were tested once daily in Med Associates five-hole operant

conditioning chambers (St. Albans, VT, USA) as previously
described [18, 30, 31]. The left wall contained five stimulus holes
positioned horizontally, with the middle (third) hole not utilized.
The right wall had a centered pellet receptacle that could be
illuminated and an overhead house-light. Sucrose pellets (Bioserv
# F0021; Flemington, NJ, USA) were delivered into the receptacle
from an external dispenser.
Animals initially received four forced-choice training sessions

during which only one option was presented to the animal on
each trial. This ensured that subsequent rGT performance was not
biased by limited exposure [18, 30, 31]. Rats were then tested once
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daily on the rGT for 40 sessions, according to previously described
methods (see [18, 30, 31]). A trial began when a rat nose-poked in
the illuminated pellet receptacle, initiating a 5-s inter-trial interval
(ITI) in darkness, before illumination of the 4 stimulus holes. Failure
to respond within 10 s re-illuminated the pellet receptacle
(omitted trial), and responses within the 5-s ITI (premature
responses) were followed by illumination of the house-light for
5 s before the pellet receptacle light, similar to the 5-choice serial
reaction time task [18, 30–32].
A response in an illuminated hole within 10 s resulted in

delivery of sucrose pellets in the pellet receptacle (rewarded trial)
or flashing of the stimulus light for the time-out (punished trial).
Since each session was 30-min, longer time-outs decreased the
maximum amount of reward that could be obtained. As seen in
Table 1, the four stimulus holes were individually assigned to a
different pellet option. The advantageous P1 and P2 (1-pellet and
2-pellet, respectively) options maximized the net number of
pellets that could be delivered within a session, whereas the
disadvantageous P3 and P4 (3-pellet and 4-pellet, respectively)
options yielded a greater number of pellets on a rewarded trial
but were associated with more frequent and longer time-outs,
resulting in fewer total pellets delivered within the session [18, 30].
Rats were randomized to rGT Version A or B, in which stimulus

options in A were arranged from left to right as P1, P4, P2, and P3
and options in B were P4, P1, P3, and P2 [18, 30].
Choice preference throughout training was calculated as the

average percentage of choice of the advantageous (P1+P2) minus
disadvantageous (P3+P4) options in blocks of five consecutive
sessions. For the last five sessions (once choice preferences were
statistically stable), choice was compared between groups as a
Score (%advantageous choice−%disadvantageous choice).

Experiment 2: effect of a sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on
locomotor activity and rGT
Animals were sensitized to d-AMPH or received saline injections
(control group) to indirectly compare the impact of behavioral
(Experiment 1) and psychostimulant (Experiment 2) sensitizing
regimens on locomotor activity and rGT testing.
Following habituation to the facility, 24 rats were mildly food

restricted, then trained for 7 sessions on an FR1 training program
to teach animals to nose-poke for sucrose pellets. Locomotor
activity testing commenced 3 days later.

Locomotor activity test prior to sensitization. Locomotor activity
testing duration and apparatus were identical to those described
in Experiment 1. Rats assigned to the saline-treated group (n= 12)
received single i.p. injections of saline both times during
locomotor testing; rats in the d-AMPH-treated group (n= 12)
received saline for the first test, then 0.5 mg/kg d-AMPH for the
second test.

Sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH. Similar to previous studies
[33, 34], over 5 weeks, rats received i.p. injections of saline or d-
AMPH (1 ml/kg) in their home cages on Mondays, Wednesdays,

and Fridays. The d-AMPH dose started at 1 mg/kg and increased
by 1mg/kg per week to a final dose of 5 mg/kg.

Locomotor activity test following sensitization. Similar to Experi-
ment 1, 17 days elapsed before locomotor activity testing was
repeated under identical conditions as before the regimen.

Rat gambling task. Animals were then food restricted to maintain
85–90% of free-feeding weight and rGT testing occurred for
40 sessions, identical to methods described in Experiment 1.

Experiment 3: effects of UE or a sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on
DA receptor binding
To determine whether similar behavioral effects of chronic UE and
d-AMPH in Experiments 1 and 2 were accompanied by similar
neuroplasticity, we examined posttreatment DA receptor binding
in the corresponding test and control groups.
To observe changes following UE, 24 rats were randomized to

FR-CS100% and VR-CS50% groups (n= 12/group) and underwent
UE training identical to methods described in Experiment 1. A
comparison between these groups was chosen as they corre-
spond to minimal and maximal UE, respectively, and because VR-
CS50% showed evidence of both locomotor sensitization and
increased risky decision-making on the rGT (see “Results,”
Supplementary Information).
Animals received twice daily 40-min UE training sessions for

54 sessions. For sessions 55–66, rats were trained during single 60-
min daily sessions. Similar to Experiment 1, the longer session
duration attempted to aid some animals in obtaining the larger
FR/VR schedule. Likewise, although some animals still did not
reach the highest FR/VR schedule, removal of these animals did
not statistically alter any results, therefore their data were
included.
After 17 days post-training (a comparable number of days

following UE before starting rGT testing in Experiment 1), rats
were sacrificed and their brains extracted for autoradiography. The
locomotor activity test used in Experiment 1 was omitted to
ensure that DA receptor binding reflected changes induced by UE
and not by exposure to d-AMPH.
To investigate potential changes in DA receptor binding

following d-AMPH sensitization, a second cohort of 20 rats was
randomized to saline or d-AMPH treatment (n= 10/group).
Identical to the methods described in Experiment 2, rats first
received a locomotor activity test prior to sensitization, then were
treated with saline or escalating doses of amphetamine for
5 weeks. After 17 days, a second locomotor activity test was
conducted in which animals received saline or d-AMPH (0.5 mg/kg
i.p.). This second locomotor test was conducted to ensure animals
were sensitized to d-AMPH and that the saline group showed no
effects of sensitization to the saline injections [35]. Three days
later, when d-AMPH had been eliminated from the bloodstream,
animals were sacrificed and their brains extracted.

Receptor autoradiography. Rats were sacrificed by decapitation,
brains were immediately removed, frozen on dry ice, and stored at
−80 °C. Twenty-micron sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-
mounted, and then stored at −80 °C.
Quantitative autoradiography for DA D1, D2, and D3 receptors

was performed as previously described [36, 37]. For DA D1
binding, slides were preincubated in 50 mM Tris HCl (pH 7.4)
containing 120 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM EDTA,
and 5mM KCl for 2 h at 24 °C, followed by the same buffer with 2
nM [3H]SCH 23390 (83.2 Ci/mmol; Perkin Elmer, Woodbridge, ON,
Canada) at 37 °C for 30 min, with or without 2 µM (+)-butaclamol
to define non-specific binding [36]. Slides were then rinsed twice
for 5 min in ice-cold buffer, quickly dipped in ice-cold deionized
water, air-dried, and exposed to Biomax film (Carestream Health
Canada, Vaughn, ON, Canada) for 4 weeks [36].

Table 1. Rat gambling task (rGT) outcomes [18, 30].

Variable P1 P2 P3 P4

Rewarded trial (pellet amount
and probability)

1 (90%) 2 (80%) 3 (50%) 4 (40%)

Punished trial (seconds and
probability)

5 (10%) 10 (20%) 30 (50%) 40 (60%)

Hypothetical maximum
pellets if option chosen
throughout

295 411 135 99
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For DA D2 and D3 receptor binding, slides were preincubated
for 2 h at 24 °C under the same buffer conditions as D1, (except
KCl was omitted for [3H]PHNO), using 5 nM [3H]raclopride (76.2 Ci/
mmol; Perkin Elmer, Woodbridge, ON, Canada), a D2-preferring
radioligand, or 2 nM [3H]PHNO (46.8 Ci/mmol; Moravek Inc., Brea,
CA, USA), a D3-preferring radioligand [37]. Slides were rinsed twice
for 5 min in ice-cold buffer, quickly dipped in ice-cold deionized
water, air-dried, and then exposed to Biomax film for 6 weeks.
Non-specific binding was determined in the presence of 10 µM
sulpiride [37].
The MCID Basic system (InterFocus Imaging, Linton, Cambridge,

UK) was utilized for densitometric film analyses, with data
expressed as µCi/gT using 3H-calibrated standards. Brain regions
of interest included nucleus accumbens core (NAc-C), nucleus
accumbens shell (NAc-Sh), dorsolateral caudate–putamen (CPu-
DL), and ventromedial caudate–putamen (CPu-VM), identified
from Paxinos and Watson [38].

Statistical analyses
Data were analyzed using SPSS version 24.0, with significance
acknowledged at p < 0.05, and visualized using SigmaPlot version
11.0. All t tests were two-tailed and corrected upon significance of
Levene’s test. All percentage values were arcsine transformed to
reduce the impact of a ceiling effect [18, 39].

UE testing. Primary UE training variables were the total number
of sessions spent at the highest UE ratio, reinforcers received,
nose-pokes completed, and CS presentations on the last 5 UE
sessions. UE data were analyzed using Group (4 in Experiment 1, 2
in Experiment 3) × Session (last 5 sessions) analyses of variance
(ANOVAs) with post hoc independent t tests or one-way ANOVAs
with Dunnett’s t tests on the aggregate 5-session means if the
Group effect was significant.

Locomotor testing. Locomotor data were calculated as the
number of photocell beam breaks in 60 min for all Experiments.
In Experiment 1, data were analyzed with a Group (UE Groups) ×
Dose (Saline, d-AMPH) ANOVA [17]. Planned contrasts compared
each group to FR-CS100% control at each level of Dose; paired t
tests compared each group across Dose. Saline- and d-AMPH-
treated groups’ locomotor data were individually analyzed using a
Test (Before vs. After regimen) × Dose (first vs. second injection)
ANOVA and a priori paired t tests for within- and between-group
comparisons.
In cases where training-related variables apart from UE

(reinforcers received, nose-pokes completed) differed significantly
by group, follow-up analyses with the same ANOVA design and
planned comparisons were conducted to assess locomotor
response when variance due to the potential confounder(s) was
controlled statistically using regression residuals. This permitted
unambiguous attribution of group differences in the primary
outcome variable (beam breaks) to the UE manipulation.
In the case of locomotor responding, the residuals were

obtained by regressing the 60-min beam break scores for the
saline and for the d-AMPH session onto reinforcers and nose-
pokes during UE training (simultaneous entry of total number of
reinforcers and nose-pokes across 66 sessions) and saving the
unstandardized residual of each analysis. The residual excludes
variance contributed by all predictors but retains variance on the
dependent variable [40]. The residual scores from these regres-
sions were then analyzed using the original Group (UE groups) ×
Dose (Saline, d-AMPH) ANOVA design with planned comparisons
(t tests) for the difference between each UE group and FR-CS100%
control.

Decision-making in rGT. Primary outcome variables from the rGT
included advantageous (%P1+%P2) vs. disadvantageous (%P3+%P4)

choices (% choice= [choices of an option ÷ trials completed] × 100%)
and Score (%choice advantageous−%choice disadvantageous
options). Data for 40 rGT sessions were aggregated into 8 blocks of
5 consecutive sessions each. Advantageous rGT choices were
analyzed using Group (4 in Experiment 1, 2 in Experiment 2) ×
Version (A or B) × Block (mean of 5 sessions/Block × 8) ANOVAs and a
priori paired t tests on 5-session means of advantageous vs.
disadvantageous choices [18]. To assess the final pattern of
responding, Score was assessed using Group × Version × Session
(last 5 sessions: 36–40) ANOVAs [18] and compared with a priori
t tests (saline vs. d-AMPH treated) or planned contrasts (FR-CS100% vs.
each UE group) on the 5-session means data. As there were
no significant interactions involving Group and Version, data from
both versions were combined, in keeping with previous studies
[18, 30, 31, 41].

Receptor autoradiography. A priori independent groups’ t tests
compared striatal DA receptor radioligand binding in FR-CS100%
vs. VR-CS50% and saline- vs. d-AMPH-treated groups.
As in the case of locomotor responses, if group differences

emerged in training-related variables apart from UE, the same
ANOVA and t tests were repeated when the dependent measures
were converted to regression residuals, eliminating variance due
to the potential confounder(s) [40]. These analyses, along with
analyses of outcomes from other test variables, are reported in
Supplementary Information.

RESULTS
Experiment 1: effect of UE on locomotor activity and rGT
There were no significant differences between groups on the
number of sessions completed at the highest ratio (Group: F(3,36)=
0.784, p= 0.511; Fig. 1a) or CS presentations (Group: F(3,36)= 2.133,
p= 0.113; Fig. 1d). For the number of reinforcers (Fig. 1b) and
nose-pokes (Fig. 1c), VR-CS100% rats demonstrated significantly
higher mean scores when compared to control FR-CS100% rats
(Group: F(3,36)= 6.041, p= 0.002; F(3,36)= 6.121, p= 0.002).

Locomotor activity test. Following UE, locomotor response was
significantly increased in response to d-AMPH challenge vs. Saline
(Dose: F(1,36)= 106.246, p < 0.001), with no significant Dose ×
Group interaction (F(3,36)= 2.600, p= 0.067). Planned contrasts
comparing each experimental group to FR-CS100% control in
response to the d-AMPH challenge revealed a significant between-
group difference for the VR-CS100% group, with no group
differences to saline (Fig. 1e).
The ANOVA of regression residuals for d-AMPH and Saline

injections yielded a non-significant Group × Dose interaction
(F(3,36)= 1.785, p= 0.167). However, a priori tests confirmed a
significant difference between VR-CS100% and FR-CS100% (t(36)=
2.22, p < 0.02) and also revealed a significantly greater locomotor
response to d-AMPH in VR-CS50% rats vs. FR-CS100% control
(t(36)= 2.33, p < 0.02). Residuals for VR-CS100% vs. VR-CS50% did
not differ from one another (p > 0.50). Similarly, FR-CS50% rats did
not differ significantly from FR-CS100% controls (p > 0.10).
Figure 1f shows data for the saline injection and confirms that

groups displayed very similar locomotor performance under drug-
free conditions, when variance due to reinforcers received and
nose-pokes completed during training was statistically controlled,
as was evident from the raw scores (Fig. 1e). In contrast, Fig. 1g
shows that, after the d-AMPH challenge, both groups exposed to
instrumental UE (VR-CS50% and VR-CS100%) displayed significant
locomotor sensitization relative to no uncertainty (FR-CS100%),
when extraneous variance was statistically controlled, whereas
Pavlovian UE alone (FR-CS50%) was not associated with a
significant difference in locomotor response relative to the FR-
CS100% control.
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Rat gambling task. Group differences were found across blocks
of 5 sessions on the choice of advantageous options (Block ×
Group: F(21,224)= 2.103, p= 0.004). The FR-CS100%, VR-CS100%,
and FR-CS50% groups preferred the advantageous to disadvanta-
geous options (Fig. 2a–c), while the VR-CS50% rats did not.

Although the VR-CS50% rats initially chose advantageously, they
increasingly chose from the disadvantageous options as sessions
progressed (Fig. 2d). In addition, analysis of the Score (advanta-
geous− disadvantageous choices) using planned contrasts
between FR-CS100% vs. the UE groups on the mean of the last
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block of 5 sessions revealed a significantly lower score for the VR-
CS50% group (Fig. 2e).
As shown in Supplementary Information (Fig. S1), the same

pattern of significant group differences in advantageous decisions
was seen in the analyses of regression residuals. The groups’
choice of each individual pellet option (P1–P4) on the rGT
(Table S1), in addition to other measures (Fig. S2, Table S2), is also
shown in Supplementary Information.

Experiment 2: effect of a sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on
locomotor activity and rGT
Locomotor activity tests. Saline-treated rats did not demonstrate
an increase in locomotor response to saline (Fig. 3a). d-AMPH-
treated rats demonstrated a clear increase in locomotor response
to acute d-AMPH challenge. Locomotor activity increased follow-
ing d-AMPH vs. saline on tests before and after chronic dosing
(Fig. 3b). Comparisons between tests revealed a significant Test ×
Dose interaction (F(1,11)= 12.825, p= 0.004). A priori tests con-
firmed that the response to the second injection at pretreatment
and posttreatment did not differ in saline-treated rats (t < 0.30, p >
0.50), whereas the pretreatment–posttreatment increase in
response to d-AMPH challenge was significant in chronic d-
AMPH-treated rats (t(22)= 10.290, p < 0.0001).

Rat gambling task. Differences between saline- and d-AMPH-
treated groups on choice of advantageous options across blocks
were found (Block × Group: F(7,140)= 3.096, p= 0.005). Saline-
treated rats chose significantly more advantageous over dis-
advantageous options throughout (Fig. 3c), while d-AMPH-treated
rats increasingly preferred the disadvantageous options as
sessions continued (Fig. 3d). In addition, group Scores (advanta-
geous− disadvantageous choices) differed significantly on the
last 5 sessions (Group: F(1,20)= 4.657, p= 0.043), with d-AMPH-
treated rats exhibiting a lower mean score (Fig. 3e). Additional
measures as in Experiment 1 can also be found in Supplementary
Information (Tables S3 and S4, Fig. S3).

Experiment 3: effects of UE or a sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on
DA receptor binding
Uncertainty exposure. FR-CS100% and VR-CS50% groups did not
differ on the total number of sessions completed at the highest
ratio (t(17.369)= 1.729, p= 0.101; Fig. 4a), number of reinforcers
(Group: F(1,22)= 0.245, p= 0.626; Fig. 4b), or nose-pokes com-
pleted (Group: F(1,22)= 0.018, p= 0.894; Fig. 4c) on the last
5 sessions of UE training. However, the VR-CS50% group had a
significantly higher mean number of CS presentations when
compared to FR-CS100% rats (Group: F(1,22)= 9.657, p= 0.005;
Fig. 4d).

Sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH and locomotor activity tests. Saline-
treated rats did not exhibit behavioral sensitization (Fig. 4e).
Compared to saline-treated rats, d-AMPH-treated rats exhibited
locomotor sensitization based on a Test × Dose interaction

(F(1,9)= 8.473, p= 0.017). Locomotor response to d-AMPH chal-
lenge increased significantly after the 5-week regimen (t(9)=
2.728, p= 0.025), with no corresponding change for the saline
injection (Fig. 4f).

Receptor autoradiography. Relative to their control groups, UE-
treated and chronic d-AMPH-treated rats showed no difference in
D1 receptor [3H]SCH 23390 binding (Fig. 4g, h) or D3 receptor [3H]
PHNO binding (Fig. 4k, l) in the four subregions of the striatum
(NAc-C, NAc-Sh, CPU-DL, and CPU-VM). Significantly higher D2
receptor [3H]raclopride binding was demonstrated in all four
subregions for the VR-CS50% vs. FR-CS100% groups (t(22) ≥ 2.238,
p ≤ 0.036; Fig. 4i). A parallel pattern was observed in d-AMPH- vs.
saline-treated rats (Fig. 4j), with a significant difference only seen
in NAc-Sh (t(18)= 2.655, p= 0.016) but not in other regions (p ≥
0.088) (Fig. 4j).
Figure 5 shows the autoradiographic images, which illustrate

the pattern of [3H]raclopride binding in the striatal subregions for
the chronic d-AMPH and VR-CS50% groups relative to their
respective controls.
To ensure that the group difference in [3H]raclopride binding

for the VR-CS50% vs. FR-CS100% groups was not mediated by the
difference in CS presentations during the final 5 sessions of
training, regression residuals for [3H]raclopride binding in each
striatal subregion were computed controlling for variation in CS
presentations. The significant main effect of group and pattern of
effects (VR-CS50% > FR-CS100% in each subregion) remained
unchanged (see Fig. S4).

DISCUSSION
These experiments extend our investigation of UE as a possible
model of how chronic gambling may induce GD symptoms. In
Experiment 1, the VR-CS100% and VR-CS50% groups each
displayed a greater locomotor response to d-AMPH challenge
relative to the FR-CS100% control. These results implicate
instrumental uncertainty (VR) in inducing a sensitization-like state.
Likewise, these findings align with previous studies that exposed
rats to uncertain reward delivery according to a VR schedule of
reinforcement and reported a sensitization of d-AMPH-probed
locomotor activity compared to rats exposed to a certain FR
schedule [17–19]. Therefore, chronic unpredictable reward,
regardless of antecedent cues, is sufficient to increase d-AMPH-
induced behavioral sensitization, an index of DA sensitization
[8, 20, 21].
Regarding rGT decision-making, the VR-CS50% group increas-

ingly chose from the disadvantageous options and demonstrated
a lower score on the last five sessions when compared to FR-
CS100% controls. In contrast, the FR-CS100%, VR-CS100%, and FR-
CS50% groups sustained advantageous decision-making through-
out testing. The exact same pattern was found when variation
due to reinforcers received and nose-pokes committed during
training was controlled statistically with regression residuals

Fig. 1 Effects of chronic uncertainty exposure (UE) on locomotor activity in Experiment 1. UE training in Experiment 1 rats (n= 10/group)
led to no difference in the number of sessions spent at the highest attained ratio (a) or mean CS presentations (d) on the last 5 sessions.
However, the VR-CS100% group obtained a significantly higher mean number of reinforcers (b) and completed a higher mean number of
nose-pokes (c) when compared to the FR-CS100% group. On the locomotor activity test that followed, a d-amphetamine (d-AMPH; 0.5 mg/kg i.
p.) challenge increased locomotor activity in all groups and VR-CS100% rats had a significantly higher d-AMPH response when compared to
FR-CS100% group (e). In regard to the saline response, there were no differences between FR-CS100% vs. VR-CS100%/FR-CS50%/VR-CS50%
groups. To control for variation in the total number of reinforcers received and nose-pokes completed during training, locomotor activity
scores following UE treatment in the four groups of rats (n= 12/group) following acute challenge injections with saline and d-amphetamine
(d-AMPH; 0.5 mg/kg, i.p.) were converted to regression residuals. The grand mean for the sample= 0; and individual bars show residualized
group means. (f) There were no significant differences among the groups in response to saline; whereas (g) both VR-CS100% and VR-CS50%
groups differed significantly from FR-CS100% control (p's < 0.05) when variance from potential confounders was controlled. The data
are shown as mean ± standard error. Asterisk (*) represents p ≤ 0.05 for comparisons against FR-CS100% control, while dagger (†) represents
p ≤ 0.05 for within-group comparisons.
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(Supplementary Information). These findings extend our previous
study by Zeeb et al., which showed that rats chronically
exposed to a VR schedule of reinforcement engage in risk-taking
on the rGT [18].
In the present experiments, we hypothesize that inclusion of a

certain CS (CS100%) diminished the ability of a VR schedule of

reinforcement in VR-CS100% rats to promote risk-taking. However,
animals in the VR-CS50% group demonstrated a preference for the
risky, disadvantageous rGT options. Therefore, a certain or
uncertain CS schedule (CS50% or 100%) can modify the
contribution of UE through a VR schedule on risky decision-
making. This finding is important not only because combined

Fig. 2 Effects of chronic uncertainty exposure (UE) on decision-making in Experiment 1. Following the locomotor activity test in
Experiment 1, (a) FR-CS100%, (b) VR-CS100%, and (c) FR-CS50% groups significantly chose the advantageous over the disadvantageous
options across blocks (mean of 5 sessions/block) on the rat gambling task (rGT). Meanwhile, the VR-CS50% rats increasingly chose from the
disadvantageous options (d) and had a lower mean score (advantageous− disadvantageous choices) (e) than the control FR-CS100% group.
The data are shown as mean ± standard error and asterisk (*) represents p ≤ 0.05 for within-group comparisons, while dagger (†) represents
p ≤ 0.05 for comparisons against FR-CS100% control rats.
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Fig. 3 Effects of a sensitizing d-AMPH regimen on locomotor activity and decision-making in Experiment 2. Locomotor activity tests
before and after the 5-week regimen in Experiment 2 saline-treated rats (n= 12/group) (a) revealed a significantly lower locomotor response
from the first to the second saline injection within each test, with a lower response to the first injection on the test after 5 weeks when
compared to before. (b) In turn, chronic d-amphetamine (d-AMPH)-treated rats demonstrated a significantly higher locomotor activity
following the d-AMPH challenge (0.5 mg/kg i.p.) within each test and a higher response to d-AMPH after the sensitizing d-AMPH regimen
when compared to before. (c) On the rat gambling task (rGT) that followed, saline-treated rats significantly chose the advantageous over the
disadvantageous options throughout rGT blocks (mean of 5 consecutive sessions=mean block score), while d-AMPH-treated rats increasingly
chose from the disadvantageous options (d) and had a lower mean score (e) at the end of the rGT. The data are shown as mean ± standard
error and asterisk (*) represents p ≤ 0.05 for within-group comparisons against previous test or disadvantageous option. Dagger (†) represents
p ≤ 0.05 when compared to the previous injection within the same test and double dagger (‡) represents p ≤ 0.05 for between-group
comparisons.
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Pavlovian and instrumental uncertainty corresponds better to the
features of slot machines but also because Pavlovian uncertainty
coincides with an escalation of tonic DA between the onset of the
CS and delivery of the unpredictable unconditioned stimulus (US),
and this process has been suggested to contribute to the
reinforcing properties of gambling (e.g., eager anticipation or

“suspense”) over and above the effects of unpredictable reward
delivery per se (i.e., pleasant surprise) [13]. Moreover, in healthy
humans, anticipation of uncertain reward activates the ventral
striatum (NAc), whereas delivery and omission of a reward
previously associated with a CS activate and inhibit, respectively,
the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) [42]. Because optimal
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decision-making relies on interactions between mPFC and
ascending DA neurons [43], disturbance of mPFC signaling by
chronic random CS–US pairings could impair discriminative
responding to signals for reward. Such a disturbance may partly
account for the disruptive effects of 50% CS in both the VR-CS50%
(increased choice of maximally risky option; P4) and FR-CS50%
(increased choice of moderately risky/sub-optimal option; P3)
groups on the rGT (see Supplementary Information).
Experiment 2 tested whether a sensitizing d-AMPH regimen

results in a similar pattern of decision-making as UE did in
Experiment 1. First, chronic d-AMPH-treated rats displayed a
sensitized locomotor response to d-AMPH, corresponding to the
locomotor sensitization seen in the VR-CS100% and VR-CS50%
groups in Experiment 1 and other d-AMPH sensitization studies
[33, 34, 44, 45]. Second, and more importantly, the d-AMPH-
treated group demonstrated suboptimal decision-making. This
manifested as a decrease in the proportion of advantageous
choices on the rGT and a significantly lower Score compared to
saline-treated rats in the last five sessions on the task. Therefore,
both repeated VR-CS50% training and d-AMPH sensitization
increased risky decision-making. These findings extend recent
evidence of increased risk-taking in rats following chronic cocaine
exposure [46, 47] and suggest that common neuroplastic changes

may contribute to the impaired decision-making observed
following chronic exposure to psychostimulants and UE.
Although d-AMPH acts primarily on the DA system, it also

modulates norepinephrine and serotonin [48, 49]. Therefore, the
acute (i.e., challenge) and chronic effects of d-AMPH in our
experiments may reflect alterations in these other systems.
Support for the contribution of DA in the UE effects comes from
Mascia et al. who detected increased NAc DA release using
microdialysis following a d-AMPH challenge in rats chronically
exposed to a VR vs. FR schedule [19].
Experiment 3 extended Mascia et al.’s microdialysis findings [19]

by investigating changes in DA D1, D2, and D3 receptor binding
using autoradiography following UE or a sensitizing regimen of d-
AMPH. Both VR-CS50% and d-AMPH-treated rats displayed an
increase in striatal DA D2 receptor binding, relative to their
respective controls. The difference between the VR-CS50% and FR-
CS100% groups was significant in NAc-C, NAc-Sh, CPu-VM, and
CPu-DL subregions and in the NAc-Sh for d-AMPH-treated vs.
saline-treated groups. A clear pattern of elevated D2 receptor
binding was also seen in other striatal subregions (Cohen’s
d > 0.69; moderate effect size) for d-AMPH-treated rats.
Selective upregulation of striatal DA D2 receptor following d-

AMPH sensitization aligns with previous research that found
sensitized behavioral responses to DA D2 receptor agonists, but
not to DA D1 receptor agonists, in rats exposed to sensitizing
regimens of methamphetamine, cocaine, or d-AMPH [50, 51].
Therefore, increased striatal DA D2 receptor binding may be a
reliable feature of psychostimulant sensitization that is also
induced by chronic exposure to UE in drug-free rats.
The comparable increase in locomotor activity to a d-AMPH

challenge following UE and a d-AMPH regimen indicates a
common state of DA sensitization, consistent with the enhanced
dorsal striatal DA response to acute d-AMPH seen in humans with
GD vs. healthy controls [23]. However, it contrasts with the deficits
in stimulant-induced DA release seen in human psychostimulant
abusers [52]. Similarly, our discovery of increased striatal DA D2
receptor binding contrasts with the reduction in D2 receptor
binding observed in imaging studies of human psychostimulant
abusers [52]. Previous research has suggested that dosing may
explain different patterns of striatal DA D2 receptor binding.
Unlike our study, humans typically administer binge-like doses of
psychostimulants, which may promote receptor downregulation
and neurotoxicity [53–55].
Elevated striatal DA D2 receptor binding in VR-CS50% rats is

inconsistent with four positron emission tomographic studies that
found no difference in striatal DA D2 binding in humans with GD
vs. controls [56–59]. Trait differences in DA D2 receptor binding
may partly account for this. Specifically, impulsivity is inversely
related to DA D2 receptor levels in healthy humans and in those
with GD [56, 60, 61]. Thus elevated impulsivity (lower D2) may
have offset potential gambling-related DA D2 receptor upregula-
tion when scores were aggregated across individuals with GD,

Fig. 4 Effects of chronic uncertainty exposure (UE) and a sensitizing regimen of d-AMPH on dopamine (DA) receptor binding in
Experiment 3. Groups (FR-CS100%, VR-CS50%; n= 12/group) trained on uncertainty exposure (UE) for Experiment 3 did not differ on the
number of sessions spent at the highest ratio (a), mean number of reinforcers (b), and mean number of nose-pokes (c), with the exception for
the mean number of CS presentations (d) on the last 5 sessions. Meanwhile, saline-treated rats (n= 10/group) exposed to locomotor activity
tests before and after the 5-week regimen had a significantly lower response on the second saline injection from the first and there were no
differences across tests (e). (f) d-AMPH-treated rats demonstrated a significantly higher locomotor activity following the d-AMPH challenge
(0.5 mg/kg, i.p.) vs. saline injection on the test after the 5-week regimen, with a significantly higher d-AMPH response after 5 weeks when
compared to before. For autoradiography, (i) VR-CS50% rats demonstrated significantly higher dopamine (DA) D2 ([3H]raclopride) receptor
binding in the nucleus accumbens core (NAc-C), nucleus accumbens shell (NAc-Sh), dorsolateral caudate–putamen (CPu-DL), and
ventromedial caudate–putamen (CPu-VM), while (j) d-AMPH-treated rats revealed a significant increase only in the NAc-Sh. However, there
were no differences between groups in the DA D1 ([3H]SCH 23390) (g, h) and D3 ([3H]PHNO) (k, l) receptor bindings in any of the brain
regions. The data are shown as mean ± standard error and double dagger (‡) represents p ≤ 0.05 for between-group comparisons. Also,
dagger (†) represents p ≤ 0.05 when compared to the previous injection within the same test and asterisk (*) represent p ≤ 0.05 for within-
group comparisons against previous test.

A

B

Fig. 5 Experiment 3 autoradiographic slides depicting ex vivo
[3H]raclopride binding in four striatal subregions of interest.
(a) Rats (n= 10/group) chronically exposed to saline or d-ampheta-
mine (d-AMPH) in a 5-week, escalating dose (1–5mg/kg/day), three
times/week injection regimen previously described for Experiment
2; and (b) groups of rats (n= 12/group) chronically exposed to FR-
CS100% or VR-CS50% as described for Experiment 1. a, b show that,
in both cases, the density of D2-binding sites is markedly greater in
the test vs. control groups.
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resulting in no net difference in GD vs. control groups. Isolating
variance in D2 receptor expression due to traits (genes,
impulsivity) vs. syndrome-related factors (gambling exposure,
GD) is an important consideration for future mechanistic and
clinically oriented research in GD.
Collectively, the three experiments demonstrate a parallel effect

of UE and a sensitizing d-AMPH regimen on GD-like risky decision-
making and DA-related neuroplasticity. The validity of our UE
regimen is supported by previous research showing that the
payoff schedule on a commercial slot machine closely approx-
imates maximal uncertainty (50% rewarded trials) [14]. The CS50%
manipulation approximates the “window of uncertainty” from
which a winning configuration on a slot machine may (e.g., five
cherries) or may not (e.g., four cherries and a lemon) emerge. The
FR/VR manipulation approximates the inconsistent delivery of
reward for a given number of instrumental responses, i.e., spins on
a slot machine (lever pulls or button presses).
Our experiments are limited by the relatively modest sample sizes

and sole use of male subjects. Since females with GD start gambling
at a later age and display more rapid onset of symptoms [62, 63], it
would be important in future studies to determine whether sex
differences exist in response to UE. In addition, the imperfect
correspondence between UE and real-world gambling must be
acknowledged. First, although the high ratio VR schedule employed
here delivers reward quasi-randomly, slot machines deliver reward
on a random schedule [64], which may result in less pronounced
anticipation of reward than VR. Second, although omission of an
expected reward during UE is mildly stressful [65], it likely does not
match the averseness of large monetary losses experienced during
gambling. Third, our UE procedure lacks the real-world gambling
feature of jackpots, which could be incorporated in future studies. In
fact, research with non-human primates has shown that DA release
is more strongly influenced by variability of reward size over trials
than by the total reward delivered [13]. Fourth, questions remain
about the site of DA sensitization following UE exposure (ventral vs.
dorsal striatum), as DA transmission in both regions has been
implicated in GD [23, 58, 59]. Finally, it is unclear whether the
increased DA D2 receptor binding observed in VR-CS50% and
chronic d-AMPH-treated rats applies to presynaptic and/or post-
synaptic receptors [66, 67].
Despite these limitations, our findings show that response-

based/instrumental uncertainty (VR) induces a sensitization of DA
function, while its combination with cue-based/Pavlovian uncer-
tainty in the VR-CS50% group promotes risky decision-making,
analogous to that observed after chronic d-AMPH exposure.
However, instrumental uncertainty when combined with a certain
CS (CS100%) in the VR-CS100% condition does not encourage
disadvantageous choices. This suggests that VR’s effect on
decision-making is affected by the uncertainty/certainty associated
with the CS. Collectively, our findings provide strong empirical
support for the parallel role of DA in the effects of chronic
gambling-like uncertainty and chronic d-AMPH on locomotor
sensitization, risky decision-making, and DA receptor binding. Our
experiments indicate that chronic exposure to uncertainty
effectively models key features of GD and may serve as an animal
model for future screening of medications for individuals with GD.
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